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In this paper we study the capacity of wireless cellular
network, in particular the uplink of WCDMA system
by using the two dimensional continuous-time Markov
chain (CTMC) technique. Considering two types of
calls: real-time (RT) calls characterized by a quasi
fixed transmission rate, and best-effort (BE) calls which
do not require strict demand but need some reliability
conditions, we develop an approach based on the spectral
analysis for evaluating the cell capacity. We explicitly
obtain the simultaneous distribution of the number of
RT connections and the number of BE connections in
the steady-state. This analysis allows us to simplify
the computation of the performance measures including
expected delay and throughput of BE traffic. These
performances are obtained explicitly in both cases (finite
and infinite) of BE calls as function of system parameters
like arrival rate of BE and RT calls, service rate of
BE and RT calls. These results allow the operator to
evaluate the cell capacity by varying these parameters
independently of the number of BE calls according to its
policy to manage the network. We further propose some
CAC (Call Admission Control) policies for BE traffic.
We finally conclude this work with some numerical and
simulation results. The simulation results obtained by
the network simulator (NS2) are closely related to the
numerical results of our analytical results which validate
our theoretical model.
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1. Introduction

The Universal Mobile Telecommunication Sys-
tem (UMTS) operates with Wideband Code Di-
vision Multiple Access (WCDMA) over the air
interface. The advantage of the third generation

(3G) of mobile networks resides in the fact that
they offer to users a large possibility of services.
These services are related to real-time (RT) and
best-effort (BE) applications like transferring
files, emailing, etc. Each service has a demand
of quality of service. The variations caused by
the diversity of classes can affect the WCDMA
capacity.

Many works have been developed in the field of
capacity analysis for wireless networks. Sev-
eral research axes on WCDMA capacity have
been considered. Zhang and Yue [36] presented
a method to calculate the WCDMA reserve link
Erlang based on the Lost Call Held (LCH) mod-
els as described by Viterbi [33]. This algo-
rithm calculates the occupancy and capacity of
UMTS/WCDMA systems based on a system
outage condition. In this paper, the authors de-
rive a closed form expression of Erlang capacity
for a single type of traffic. The capacity of an
uplink with two classes is considered by Man-
dayam et al. [22] in which the real-time traffic is
transmitted all the time and the non-real-time or
the best-effort traffics are time-shared. Altman
[2] considered best-effort and real-time traffic
and studied the influence of the value of a fixed
(non-adaptive) bandwidth per BE calls on the
Erlang capacity of the system (that includes also
RT calls), taking into account that a lower band-
width implies longer call durations. Hegde and
Altman [15] extended the notion of capacity in
[2] to other quality of service (QoS). The de-
lay aware capacity, in particular suitable for the
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BE traffic, is defined as the arrival rate of BE
calls that the system can handle so that their ex-
pected delay is bounded. Admission control in
third generation UMTS systems was the focus
of the works done by Elayoubi et al. [12, 13] for
uplink, and by Elayoubi et al. [11] for down-
link. They specifically calculated the system
capacity for three different types of receivers,
namely Matched Filter, Minimum Mean Square
Error (MMSE) and decorrelator, and taking
into account the classical signal-to-interference
(SIR), coverage and mobility. They also imple-
mented several call admission control (CAC)
algorithms that handle priorities between hand-
off flows and new ones as well as voice calls
versus data ones. Using two approaches: a
proactive one based on measurement, and a re-
active one based on squeezing of data flows so
as to accommodate higher priority calls.

The capacity of theOrthogonal Frequency-Divi-
sion Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Code-
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) ranging
subsystems in 802.16 has been studied in a few
papers. Seo et al. [32] analyzed the performance
about random access protocol which uses rang-
ing subsystem inOFDMA-CDMAenvironment
with respect tomean delay time (MDT) and first
exit time (FET). Cho et al. [17] designed and
analyzed the performance analysis of the model
to control adaptively the size of each ranging
code for initial ranging (IR), periodic ranging
(PR) and bandwidth request (BR) ranging in
order to efficiently do random access. You and
Kim [35] evaluated the capacity of a ranging
subsystem in terms of the ranging code error
probability versus the number of active users to
attempt ranging. Recently, several works ad-
dressing QoS in general and CAC have been
produced. For instance, an admission control
scheme is proposed by Wang et al. [34]. It
ensures highest priority to unsolicited grant ser-
vices (UGS) flows while maximizing overall
bandwidth by means of bandwidth borrowing.
Chen et al. [9] treated the QoS based on clas-
sical intserv and diffserv paradigms as well as
their mapping to IEEE 802.16 MAC layer. All
these works assumed a fixed user scenario.

In this paper, we consider an uplink WCDMA
system with two types of calls: real-time (RT)
calls that have dedicated resources, and best-
effort (BE) traffic without any strict QoS re-
quirement. Our analysis is based on the model-
ing of the system as a two dimensional Markov

chain, where the first corresponds to the number
of RT calls and the second to the number of BE
calls. In order to obtain the steady-state distri-
bution of the number of RT calls and BE calls of
this system, we make use of advanced spectral
analysis of quasi-birth-and-death (QBD) pro-
cesses [27, 23, 14, 31, 8, 25, 24]. In partic-
ular, we obtain the steady-state probability of
the Markov chain as a function of the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of some finite matrices.
We obtain an explicit solution which has not
been available in [15]. These results allow us
to express some performance measures of inter-
est as a function of eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of some matrices. Since the RT calls need
a minimum guaranteed transmission rate, the
system can handle a finite number of RT calls.
However, we show that these eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are obtained independently of the
number of BE calls which reduces the compu-
tation complexity. An important application of
our approach is to reduce the computation com-
plexity of CAC policy for BE calls. Hence, our
approach is useful to service provider to obtain
the CAC policy of BE traffic with low computa-
tion complexity that maximizes the bandwidth
utilization and satisfies the QoS required by RT
calls and BE calls.

The main contributions in this paper are to an-
alyze the system capacity of real wireless net-
works like WCDMA, HSPA and WiMAX based
on the spectral analysis approach, and also to
find the closed form of interest metric perfor-
mances (blocking probability and delay), inde-
pendently of the number of BE calls as function
only of the number of RT calls, and system pa-
rameters (arrival rates and service rates of both
RT and BE calls). The spectral analysis ap-
proach allows us to find these results by using
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of finite rate
matrices. These results allow the operator to
evaluate the cell capacity by varying these pa-
rameters independently of the number of BE
calls according to its policy to manage the net-
work in which the complexity of CAC is re-
duced. Furthermore, the providing theoretical
formulas by spectral analysis are validated with
the network simulator NS2.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the problem formulation. We
analyze the single cell case of the system in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 shows a detailed spectral anal-
ysis of the system with both finite and infinite
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numbers of BE calls. In Section 5, we extend
the analysis to the multi-cell case. Section 6
gives explicitly the performance measures of
interests. Numerical results are given in Sec-
tion 7 and support the results of the analysis.
Finally, we perform extensive simulation re-
sults and verify that the analytical results closely
match the results obtained from simulations.

2. Problem Formulation

Let H = {1, . . ., C} be the set of multi-service
classes in an uplink of a WCDMA system with
multi-sectors. Let Mi be the number of mobiles
of class i in a sector, where i = 1, 2, . . ., C. We
refer to the received power from a mobile of
class i at the base station in a sector by Pi. This
power is the same for all mobiles of class i and
the following signal to interference ratio (SIR)
expression should be satisfied in order to have
uplink communication [15, 20]:

Pi

N+Iown+Iother−Pi
=�i≥

( Ei

N0

Ri

W

)
=χi, (1)

where i = 1, 2, . . ., C; N is the background
noise density; Ei is the energy per transmitted
bit of type i; Ri is the transmission rate of class
i service; W is the spread-spectrum bandwidth;
N0 is the terminal noise density; Iown is the total
power received from mobiles belonging to the
same sector and Iother denotes the total power
received from mobiles in other sectors. By def-
inition, the intra- and inter-cells interference in
a sector are, respectively, given by

Iown =
C∑

j=1

MjPj, (2)

Iother = gIown, (3)

where g is the constant of interference given
from measurement [20]. The equation (1) is
valid if the power control in WCDMA is per-
fect. Due to inaccuracy in the closed-loop fast
power control and for shadow fading of the radio
channel, the �i is not all times equal to ( Ei

N0

Ri
W ).

Then �i is a random variable with lognormal
distribution of the form �i = 100.1ξi , where
ξi ∼ N(μξ ,σξ) includes the shadow fading
component and σξ (resp. μξ ) is the standard
deviation (resp. mean) of shadow fading. In

order to take into account the shadow fading
effect, the authors in [15] introduced a new con-
stant Γ independent of the service class. Then
the condition in (1), i.e., �i can be modified
instantaneously by ( Ei

N0

Ri
WΓ), where

Γ = 10
σ2
ξ

20h−
σξQ−1(β)

10 ,

β=P(�i>χ)=
∫ ∞

χi

f �i(x)dx=Q
(h lnχ−μξ

σξ

)
,

f �i(x) =
h

xσξ
√

2π
exp

(
− h(ln x − μξ )2

2σ2
ξ

)
,

h =
10

ln 10
, Q(x) =

∫ ∞

x

e−t2/2

2π
dt.

So the signal to interference ratio must be larger
than or equal to ( Ei

N0

Ri
WΓ). Then, for a better sat-

isfaction of calls of class i without degradation
in QoS and in order to serve a large number
of users, the minimal received power (Pi) must
satisfy the following equation [3]:

Pi=
NΔi

1−(1+g)
∑C

j=1 MjΔj

, i=1, . . ., C, (4)

where Δj = EjRjΓ
N0W+EjRjΓ . The load rate is defined

as follows

θ =
C∑

j=1

MjΔj. (5)

We pick up the total load θ from (5) and put it
in (4), we get the minimal power (Pi) in terms
of total load (θ) as

Pi =
NΔi

1 − (1 + g)θ
. (6)

This power must be positive finite and hence
it means that the denominator is strictly pos-
itive. We denote the system capacity by Θε
and it is defined as the upper bound of θ (i.e.,
θ ≤ Θε/(1 + g)), where Θε = 1 − ε and ε is a
very small positive number.

The value ofΓ is a function of the standard devi-
ation (σξ ) of the shadow fading of users, whose
value varies with user mobility. The multi-paths
fading due to only usermobility (user speed) are
not considered in this paper. But our model is
still valid in any case of shadowing, where only
the value of Γ may be changed.
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3. Single Cell Case

Here, we first restrict our work to two service
classes in single sector so that there is no inter-
ference from other sectors, i.e., g = 0.

Weconsider thatUMTSuses theAdaptiveMulti-
Rate (AMR) [16] codec for RT calls. The min-
imum transmission rate of RT calls is denoted
by Rm

RT and the upper bound transmission rate
is denoted by Rr

RT . The bandwidth Δk
RT corre-

sponding to rate Rk
RT is given by

Δk
RT =

ΓERT/N0

W/Rk
RT + ΓERT/N0

, k = r, m, (7)

where ERT is the energy per bit transmitted for
RT; N0 is the terminal noise density and W is the
WCDMA modulation bandwidth. The capacity
available for BE calls depends on the current
number of RT calls in the system. We model an
uplink of WCDMA system by two-dimensional
Markov chain processes (XRT(t), XBE(t)), where
XRT(t) (resp. XBE(t)) represents the number of
calls of the type RT (resp. BE) in the system
at time t. Calls of class RT (resp. BE) arrive
according to a Poisson process with density λRT
(resp. λBE) and their duration is exponentially
distributed with parameter μRT (resp. μBE).

The minimal portion reserved for the BE calls is
denoted by LBE. Let MRT be themaximum num-
ber ofRTcalls that can be served simultaneously
by the system and it is given by MRT = |LRT

Δm
RT
|,

where |x| means the largest integer part of x and
LRT denotes the remaining maximum capacity
for RT calls and it is given by

LRT = Θε − LBE. (8)

Hence, the capacity used by BE calls when there
is iRT of RT calls in progress is C(iRT) and given
by

C(iRT)=

{ Θε−iRTΔr
RT , if 1≤iRT≤NRT ,

LBE, if NRT<iRT≤MRT ,
(9)

where NRT = |LRT
Δr

RT
| is the number of RT calls

corresponding to the normalized capacity re-
quired by RT call (Δr

RT). Note that the RT calls
are independent on the BE calls. Thus, the RT
calls can be modeled by M/M/MRT/MRT queue

with an arrival rate λRT ofRT calls and exponen-
tial call duration of mean value 1/μRT . From
well-known (e.g., [1]) balance equations of the
underlying Markov chain of this queue, the sta-
tionary probabilities qi = lim

t→∞Pr[XRT(t) = i]
can be rewritten recursively as:

qi+1 =
ρRT

i + 1
qi, i = 0, 1, . . ., MRT , (10)

where ρRT = λRT
μRT

. Using equation (10) and the

normalising condition
∑MRT

i=0 qi = 1, we have

qi =
(ρRT)i/i!∑MRT
j=0

(ρRT)j
j!

, i = 0, 1, . . ., MRT . (11)

Then the blocking probability of RT calls is
given by Erlang formula [10] as

PRT
B = qMRT =

(ρRT)MRT/MRT!∑MRT
j=0

(ρRT)j
j!

. (12)

If we consider both RT calls and BE calls, then
the state of the system is defined by a Markov
chain (XRT(t), XBE(t)). Let E(∞) denote the
infinite space and is given by

E(∞) = {(i, j) : 0 ≤ i ≤ MRT , j ≥ 0}, (13)

where the symbol ∞ indicates that the number
of BE calls is infinite. The service time of BE
call is

ν(i) = μBERBE(i), (14)

where RBE(i) is the total rate of BE calls which
corresponds to the use of the capacity C(i) as
follows:

RBE(i) =
C(i)

1 − C(i)
W

ΓEBE/N0
, (15)

where EBE is the energy of BE calls. The
Markov chain is ergodic if and only if the aver-
age service time of BE calls is greater than the
BE load, i.e.,

μBEE[RBE(i)] > λBE, (16)

where μBEE[RBE(i)] =
∑MRT

i=1 ν(i)qi. The in-
finitesimal generator of this system is described
by a homogeneous quasi-birth-and-death pro-
cess (QBD) denoted by Q(∞) (Latouche and
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Ramaswami[21]). It can be written as

Q(∞) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

B A0 0 . . . . . .

A2 A1 A0
. . . . . .

0 A2 A1 A0
. . .

... . . . . . . . . . . . .

... . . . . . . . . . . . .

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

where A0, A1, A2 and B are square matrices of
order MRT + 1 and are given by

A0 = diag(λBE),
A2 = diag(ν(i)); i=0, 1, 2, . . ., MRT ,

A1[i, i+1] = λRT ; i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., MRT − 1,

A1[i, i−1] = iμRT ; i = 1, 2, . . ., MRT ,

A1[i, i] = −(λBE + λRT + iμRT + ν(i));
i = 0, . . ., MRT − 1,

A1[MRT , MRT ] = −(λBE+MRTμRT+ν(MRT)),
B = A1 + A2.

In our study, we focus also on the quality of ser-
vice required by BE calls. Let MBE be the maxi-
mum number of BE calls that can be handled by
the system for a givenQoS required by BE calls.
This QoS corresponds to a given expected delay
of BE call so that it does not exceed a positive
constant which defines a CAC for best effort
calls. Hence, the system will be described by a
homogeneousQBD (Latouche and Ramaswami
[21]) Markov chain (XRT(t), XBE(t)). Then, the
finite space denoted by E(f ) is

E(f )={(i, j) : 0≤i≤MRT , 0≤j≤MBE}, (17)

where the symbol f indicates that the number
of the BE calls is finite. The infinitesimal gen-
erator Q(f ) of this system can be written as

Q(f ) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

B A0 0 . . . . . . 0

A2 A1 A0
. . . . . .

...

0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
...

... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

... . . . . . . A2 A1 A0
0 . . . . . . 0 A2 F

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

where F = A1 + A0, and B, A1, A0 and A2 are
same as mentioned above for the infinite case.

Remark 1 We note that our spectral analysis
approach is still valid in other wireless net-
works such as WiMAX/HSPA in both downlink

and uplink. In this case, we can find a new SIR
and derive the transmission rate of BE calls. Of
course, this ratewill be different, which depends
on other parameters like scheduling, number of
available codes, adaptive modulation and cod-
ing scheme (AMC), inter- and intra-cell inter-
ference. For example, we can use our approach
to analyze the system that joint uplink and down-
link simultaneously in HSDPA, where the QBD
form is given by Altman et al. [4] and also in
WiMAX by Chahed et al. [7].

We recall that our aim in this work is to find
a closed form of the steady-state probability of
the Markov chain as a function of the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of some finite matri-
ces. These forms are needed in order to express
some performance measures of interest (block-
ing probability and sojourn time of BE calls)
as a function of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
some matrices as explained in the next section.

4. System Analysis

In this section, we use the advanced method of
spectral analysis of quasi-birth-and-death pro-
cess (Latouche and Ramaswami [21]). We
study in detail the usage of spectral analysis for
computing the steady-state distribution in two
cases when the number of BE calls is infinite as
well as finite.

The Case for Infinite Number of BE Calls

Let π(∞)
i,j be the steady-state probability of the

Markov chain (XRT(t), XBE(t)) defined as

π(∞)
i,j = lim

t→∞Pr[XRT(t)=i, XBE(t)=j]. (18)

Under the stability condition, the generator ma-
trix Q(∞) is irreducible and aperiodic. Hence
the steady-state distribution of thisMarkov chain
is the unique solution of the following equa-
tions:

ΠΠ(∞)Q(∞) = 0, (19)

ΠΠ(∞)e(∞) = 1, (20)

where e(∞) is a column vector of the ones with
an appropriate dimension andΠΠ(∞) is the block
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of steady-state probability vector in the follow-
ing form:

ΠΠ(∞) = (ΠΠ(∞)
0 ,ΠΠ(∞)

1 , . . .,ΠΠ(∞)
j , . . .), (21)

where ΠΠ(∞)
j = (π(∞)

0,j , . . ., π(∞)
MRT ,j). The equa-

tion (19) can be rewritten as:

ΠΠ(∞)
0 B + ΠΠ(∞)

1 A2 = 0, (22)

ΠΠ(∞)
n−1A0+ΠΠ(∞)

n A1+ΠΠ(∞)
n+1A2=0, n ≥ 1. (23)

Under the stability condition, the steady-state
solution exists, and it is given by [26]:

ΠΠ(∞)
n = ΠΠ(∞)

0 Rn, n ≥ 1, (24)

where R is a square matrix rate of orderMRT+1.
Since the spectral radius of R is strictly lower
than 1, the vector ΠΠ(∞)

0 is obtained by the
boundary equation (22) and the normalization
condition (20). The matrix R is a minimal non-
negative solution of the equation

A0 + RA1 + R2A2 = 0. (25)

In order to obtain the eigenvalues of R, we de-
fine T(z) (∀ z ∈ R) as a quadratic tri-diagonal
polynomial matrix of the following form:

T(z) = A0 + zA1 + z2A2. (26)

The case for finite number of BE calls

Since Q(f ) is aperiodic and irreducible genera-
tor, it has a unique stationary probability distri-
bution defined as a solution of the equations

ΠΠ(f )Q(f ) = 0, (27)

ΠΠ(f )e(f ) = 1, (28)

where e(f ) is a column vector of the ones with an
appropriate dimension and ΠΠ(f ) = (ΠΠ(f )

0 , . . .,

ΠΠ(f )
MBE

). Thus, we obtain the following system:

ΠΠ(f )
0 B + ΠΠ(f )

1 A2 = 0, (29)

ΠΠ(f )
n−1A0 + ΠΠ(f )

n A1 + ΠΠ(f )
n+1A2 = 0, (30)

ΠΠ(f )
MBE−1A0 +ΠΠ(f )

MBE
F = 0, (31)

where n = 1, . . ., MBE − 1.
If λBE 	= ∑MRT

i=0 ν(i)qi, then the steady-state

probability vector ΠΠ(f )
j of BE calls can be writ-

ten as follows:

ΠΠ(f )
j = xRj + ySMBE−j, 0 ≤ j ≤ MBE, (32)

where x and y are the vectors of order MRT + 1
and the matrices R and S are the minimal non-
negative solutions, respectively, to the following
equations:

A0 + RA1 + R2A2 = 0, (33)
S2A0 + SA1 + A2 = 0. (34)

In order to obtain the eigenvalues of R and S, we
define the quadratic matrix polynomials T(z)
and T

′
(z), for z ∈ R as:

T(z) = A0 + zA1 + z2A2, (35)

T
′
(z) = A2 + zA1 + z2A0. (36)

4.1. Summary of Results

In our analysis we use a spectral analysis ap-
proach to rewrite the equation (24) for infinite
case and the equation (32) for finite case, re-
spectively, to spectral expansion form:

1. Infinite of BE calls

ΠΠ(∞)
j =

MRT∑
i=0

βiφ j
iϒϒi, j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., (37)

where φ0, . . ., φMRT are the eigenvalues corre-
sponding to the left eigenvectorsϒϒ0, . . .,ϒϒMRT of
the matrix R, i.e., ϒϒiR = φiϒϒi and β0, . . ., βMRT

are the real coefficients.

2. Finite of BE calls

ΠΠ(f )
j =

MRT∑
i=0

βi(φi)jϒϒi

+
2MRT+2∑
i=MRT+1

βi

( 1
φi

)MBE−j
ϒϒi, (38)

j = 0, 1, . . ., MBE,

where 1/φMRT+1, . . ., 1/φ2MRT+2 are the eigen-
values corresponding to the left eigenvectors
ϒϒMRT+1, . . .,ϒϒ2MRT+2 of the matrix S and the
βMRT+1, . . ., β2MRT+2 are the real coefficients.
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In order to find the unknown parameters eigen-
values, eigenvectors and the coefficients βi ap-
pearing in both equations (37) and (38), we
present several Lemmas and Theorem in the
Subsection 4.2

4.2. Spectral Analysis

In this subsection, we investigate the computa-
tion of the eigenvalues of matrices R and S.

Lemma 1

1. The non-zero roots of det[T(z)] are the same
as the roots of det[(T

′
(1/z)].

2. The eigenvalues of R of order mi are equal
to the roots of the polynomial det[T(z)] with
the order greater than or equal to mi.

3. If the eigenvector ϒϒi of the matrix R corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue φi, then ϒϒi is a
left null vector of T(φi).

4. If φi 	= 0 and 1
φi

is an eigenvalue of S with
algebraic multiplicity mi, then φi is a root of
the polynomial det[T(z)] and its multiplic-
ity is at least mi. If ϒϒi is an eigenvector of
matrix S corresponding to the eigenvalue 1

φi
,

then ϒϒi is a left null vector of T(φi).

Proof of Lemma 1

1. Let z 	= 0, then T(z) = z2T
′
(1/z). The non-

zero roots of det[T(z)] are exactly the roots
of det[T′(1/z)].

2. From (25), we have A0 = −R(A1 + RA2).
Replacing it in (26), adding and subtracting
zRA2, we get

T(z) = −R(A1 + RA2) + z(A1 + zA2)
+ zRA2 − zRA2. (39)

Thus, we have

T(z)=(zI−R)(A1+RA2+zA2). (40)

We calculate the determinant of matrix T(z)
as follows:

det[T(z)]=det(zI−R)det(A1+RA2+zA2).
(41)

Let PR(z) = det(zI − R) is the polynomial
characteristic of the matrix R and let φi be

an eigenvalue of R of order mi. At z = φi we
have:

det[T(φi)]=PR(φi)det(A1+RA2+φiA2).
(42)

If φi is the root of det(A1 + RA2 + zA2) of
order ni, then we can write

det[T(z)] = (z − φi)mi+nig(z), (43)

where g(z) is a polynomial of degree MRT +
1−mi−ni. Therefore, det[T(φi)] = 0, where
φi is a root of order mi + ni.

3. Let ϒϒi be the eigenvector corresponding to
the eigenvalue φi. Multiplying (26) by ϒϒi,
using ϒϒiR = φiϒϒi and (33), we have

ϒϒiT(φi) = ϒϒiA0 + φiϒϒiA1 + φ2
i ϒϒiA2

= ϒϒiA0 + ϒϒiRA1 + ϒϒiR2A2

= ϒϒi(A0 + RA1 + R2A2)
= 0.

which completes the proof.

4. We can see that T
′
(z) = (zI − S)((zI +

S)A0 + A1). Let 1
φi

be an eigenvalue of

S, then 1
φi

is a root of det[T
′
(z)] and its mul-

tiplicity at least mi. On the other hand, we
have

ϒϒiT(φi) = ϒϒiφ2
i T

′
(1/φi)

= φ2
i

( 1
φi
ϒϒi−ϒϒiS

)(
(
1
φi

I+S)A0+A1

)
= 0.

The last equality follows from ϒϒiS = 1
φi
ϒϒi,

which completes the proof.

Lemma 2

1. At z = 0, the matrix T(z) has one eigenvalue
λBE of multiplicity MRT + 1.

2. If z 	= 0, the matrix T(z) has MRT + 1 differ-
ent eigenvalues.

3. The determinant of the matrix T(z) can be
written as:

det[T(z)] = (1 − z)d(z), (44)

where d(z) is a polynomial of degree 2MRT +
1.
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Proof of Lemma 2

1. From the definition of the polynomial T(z),
we have T(0) = A0 and if λ is real, then the
polynomial characteristic of T(0) becomes

PA0(λ ) = det(λ I−A0) = (λ −λBE)MRT+1.
(45)

Consequently λ = λBE is an eigenvalue of
order MRT + 1 of T(z) at z = 0.

2. For z ∈ R∗ = R − {0}, we seek D =
diag(di) a diagonal matrix such that the
matrix DT(z)D−1 becomes symmetric. To
find the matrix D, one just needs to calcu-
late the diagonal elements, which are ob-

tained as follows: di
d0

=
√

(λRT
μRT

)i 1
i! , for

i = 0, . . ., MRT. Let E(z) = DT(z)D−1,
hence the matrix E(z) is a tri-diagonal ma-
trix and its elements are given by

E(z)[i, i] = k(i, z), for i=0, . . ., MRT ,

E(z)[i, i + 1] = z
√

iλRTμRT ,

i = 0, . . ., MRT − 1,

E(z)[i, i− 1] = z
√

(i − 1)λRTμRT ,

i = 1, . . ., MRT ,

where

k(i, z) = λBE−z(λRT+λBE+iμRT

+ν(i)) + z2ν(i),
i = 0, 1, . . ., MRT − 1,

k(MRT , z) = λBE − z(λBE + MRTμRT

+ν(MRT)) + z2ν(MRT).

Since the matrix E(z) is real and symmetric
of order MRT + 1, then E(z) has MRT + 1
eigenvectors associated with MRT + 1 real
eigenvalues (as described in [6]). How-
ever, these eigenvectors form an orthonor-
mal unit. Therefore they constitute a free
family. Consequently, E(z) has MRT + 1
different eigenvalues.

3. The determinant ofmatrixT(z) can be rewrit-
ten as given by (46) below. Now, replacing
the last column of det[T(z)] by the sum of all
other columns and after simplification, we
obtain:

det[T(z)] = (1 − z)d(z), (47)

where d(z) is given in (48) below which com-
pletes the proof.

Since the matrices E(z) and T(z) are similar,
they have the same eigenvalues which are, say,
θ0(z), . . ., θMRT (z). Let PT(z)(λ ) = det(λ I −
T(z)) be the polynomial characteristic of the
polynomial matrix T(z) with a real λ . Let
Tr(A) denote the trace of the matrix A. Ac-
cording to Lemma 4.2, we get

PT(z)(λ )=(λ−θ0(z))(λ−θ1(z))· · ·(λ−θMRT (z)).
(49)

and the trace of T(z) is given by

Tr[T(z)] = (MRT+1)λBE − MRTλRT

×
MRT∑
i=0

(λBE+iμRT+ν(i))z+
MRT∑
i=0

ν(i)z2.

det[T(z)] =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

k(0, z) zλRT 0 . . . 0

zμRT k(1, z) zλRT
. . .

...

0 . . . . . . . . . 0
... . . . . . . . . . zλRT
0 . . . 0 zMRTμRT k(MRT , z)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (46)

d(z)=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

k(0, z) zλRT 0 . . . 0 (λBE−zν(0))

zμRT k(1, z) zλRT
. . .

... (λBE−zν(1))

0 . . . . . . . . . 0
...

... . . . . . . zλRT
...

...
... 0 z(MRT−1)μRT k(MRT−1, z) (λBE−zν(MRT−1))

0 0 . . . 0 zMRTμRT (λBE − zν(MRT))

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (48)
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Thus, we have

PT(z)(λ ) = α0(z) + α1(z)λ + · · ·+
αMRT−1(z)λMRT−1 + λMRT ,

where αi(z) is a continuous polynomial of de-
gree 2, since the trace is Tr[T(z)] = αMRT−1(z)
(see[6]) and the function αMRT−1(z) is also con-
tinuous. Since αMRT−1(z) =

∑MRT
i=0 θi(z), we

deduce the continuity of the eigenvalues θi(z)
(∀z ∈ R). We note that at λ = 0, PT(z)(0) =
det[T(z)] = α0(z) and we have

det[T(z)] = θ0(z)θ1(z)· · ·θMRT (z). (50)

It can be shown that the θk(z) are continuous
functions of z. Furthermore, we can write the
eigenvalues according to the following orders
(see Lemma 2):

1. If z 	= 0, then we have

θ0(z) < θ1(z) < · · · < θMRT (z). (51)

2. If z = 0, then we have

θ0(0)=θ1(0)=· · ·=θMRT (0)=λBE. (52)

Lemma 3

1. All the eigenvalues θi(z) are negative at
z = 1, i.e., θi(1) ≤ 0, for i = 0, 1, . . ., MRT.

2. For z ∈ ]0, 1[, the eigenvalues θi(z) = 0 have
at least one solution, i.e., ∃ ψi ∈]0, 1[ so that
θi(ψi) = 0, for i = 0, 1, . . ., MRT.

Proof of Lemma 3

1. Note that Q = T(1), where Q = (ai,j),
0 ≤ i, j ≤ MRT. Thus, it is seen that diago-
nal elements of the matrix Q are all negative.
According to the Gersgorin’s theorem (see
Burden et al. [6]), each eigenvalue θi(1) of
T(1) belongs to at least disks whose centers
are

ai,i = −(λRT + iμRT) (53)

and the radii are

ri = λRT + iμRT , i = 0, . . ., MRT . (54)

Thus, we have |θi(1)−ai,i| ≤ ri, i.e., θi(1) ≤
ri+ai,i = 0 (using (53) and (54)) which com-
pletes this proof.

2. Combining θi(0) > 0, θi(1) < 0 and the
continuity of these functions, there exists
at least one solution ψi in ]0,1[ such that
θi(ψi) = 0, which complete the proof.

Theorem 1 The polynomial det[T(z)] has max-
imum 2MRT + 2 roots which are all non-zero.
For their localizations, three different cases can
be distinguished:

1. If λBE <
∑MRT

i=0 ν(i)qi, then only one root at
z = 1, MRT + 1 roots are inside the unit disk
and MRT outside.

2. If λBE =
∑MRT

i=0 ν(i)qi, there is a root of or-
der 2 located at z = 1, MRT + 1 roots are
inside the unit disk and MRT − 1 outside.

3. If λBE >
∑MRT

i=0 ν(i)qi, MRT roots are inside
the unit disk, one at z = 1 and MRT + 1
outside.

Proof of Theorem 1

1. If λBE <
∑MRT

i=0 ν(i)qi, then the spectral ra-
dius of R is strictly less than one (sp(R) < 1)
as shown by Neuts [26, Theorem 3.1.1].
From the Lemma 2, all the eigenvalues of
R are the roots of the det[T(z)]. Then, there
areMRT+1 roots of the polynomial det[T(z)]
in the unit disk for |z| < 1. These eigenval-
ues are all real and strictly positive. There
is one root at z = 1 of det[T(z)] according
to Lemmas 2. The eigenvalues of S are all
the roots of det[T(z)], for |z| > 1.

2. From Lemma 2, we have

det[T(z)] = (1 − z)d(z), (55)

where d(z) is a polynomial of degree 2MRT +
1. From (48), at z = 1, we deduce

d(1) = (−1)MRT+1(μRT)MRT ×
MRT∑
i=0

(λBE − ν(i))
(λRT

μRT

)iMRT!
i!

.

By replacing (λRT
μRT

)i by qi
q0

i! in the above
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equation, we get

d(1) = (−1)MRT+1(μRT)MRT
MRT!
q0

×
MRT∑
i=0

(λBEqi − ν(i)qi),

= (−1)MRT+1(λBE−ω)
MRT !
q0

(μRT)MRT ,

(56)

where ω =
∑MRT

i=0 ν(i)qi. If λBE = ω , from
(56), we have d(1) = 0. So there is a root of
order 2 at z = 1, MRT + 1 roots in the unit
disk and the remaining roots MRT − 1 are
outside the disk.

3. By the same argument to 1, we can prove the
third case.

Calculation of βi coefficients

The above theorem enables us to identify the
eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors
of the matrices R and S. Then, these eigenvalues
and eigenvectors become known in both equa-
tions (37) and (38). But, it remains to find the
coefficients βi defined in these equations.

The case for infinite number of BE calls

The matrix R has MRT + 1 simple eigenvalues
φ0, . . ., φMRT . According to Jordan decomposi-
tion, there exists a matrix V of eigenvectors of
R which is invertible such that

R = V−1ΦΦV,

where

ΦΦ = diag(φ0, . . ., φMRT ),

V =

⎛
⎝ ϒϒ0

...
ϒϒMRT

⎞
⎠ .

Then (37) becomes

ΠΠ(∞)
j = ΠΠ(∞)

0 V−1ΦΦjV. (57)

Hence, we can write the equation (37) in the
matrix form:

ΠΠ(∞)
j = ββΦΦjV, j = 0, 1, . . ., (58)

where

ββ = (β0, β1, . . ., βMRT ) = ΠΠ(∞)
0 V−1.

Furthermore, the normalization condition be-
comes

∞∑
j=0

π(∞)
j 1 =

MRT∑
i=0

βi

1 − φi
ϒϒi1 = 1, (59)

where 1 is a column vector of ones of order
MRT + 1. By combining the expression (58)
with the boundary equation (22) and the nor-
malization condition (59), the coefficients βk
are solution of the linear system

ββ [VB + ΦΦVA2,ΨΨV1] = [0, 1],

where

ΨΨ = diag
( 1

1 − φi
; i = 0, 1, . . ., MRT

)
.

The case for finite number of BE calls

By using the Jordan decomposition, we have:

S = W−1ΩΩW,

where

ΩΩ = diag
( 1
φi

; i=MRT+1, . . ., 2MRT+2
)
,

W =

⎛
⎝ ϒϒMRT+1

...
ϒϒ2MRT+2

⎞
⎠ .

Since λBE 	= ∑MRT
i=0 ν(i)qi and the MRT + 1

eigenvalues of matrix R are singles and non-
zeros, then (32) for j = 0, 1, . . ., MBE can be
rewritten

ΠΠ(f )
j =xV−1ΦΦjV+yW−1ΩΩMBE−jW. (60)

Now, we deduce the form close of the steady-
state probability vector in finite case as

ΠΠ(f )
j =

MRT∑
i=0

βiφ j
iϒϒi+

2MRT+2∑
i=MRT+1

βi

φMBE−j
i

ϒϒi. (61)

By combining the expression from (61) with
the boundary conditions (29), (31) and the
normalized condition (28), we drive a set of
equations which uniquely determines the coef-
ficients β0, . . ., β2MRT+2.
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5. Multi-cell Case

In this section, we extend the previous analysis
to the multi-cell case by including an approx-
imation for the other cell interference (Iother).
We consider here a multi-cells network com-
posed by K + 1 cells. Assume that all cells are
identical and homogeneous. Since the number
of class in a cell is random and depends on the
arrivals of calls and exponential call duration, it
is not reasonable to assume the relation (3) is
valid at each moment. Instead, we assume that
it holds in expectation, i.e., E[Iother] = gE[Iown].
This assumption is especially reasonable in high
density of mobiles. However the minimal re-
ceived power (Pi) given by equation (4) be-
comes

Pi=
NΔi

1−XRTΔRT−XBEΔBE−gE[Iown]
(62)

where

E[Iown] = E[XRTΔRT ] + E[XBEΔBE]

=
MRT∑
i=0

iqiΔRT + (1 −ΠΠBE
0 e)

×
MRT∑
i=0

qiC(i) (63)

where qi is given in (11), ΠΠBE
0 is obtained from

(58) for infinite case and from (61) for finite
case, and e is a column vector of the ones with
an appropriate dimension. The second term in
equation (63) follows from the fact that the BE
calls, use all the remaining capacity if there is
at least one BE call. The new capacity be-
comesΘ = 1−gE[Iown] which is unknown and
depends on the steady-state distribution of the
system. In order to obtain the total capacity of
a cell, we use the following algorithm.

6. Performance Metrics

In this section, we present the performance of
interest as a function of the steady-state proba-
bilities obtained in the previous sections.

Algorithm 1: Total capacity convergence algorithm

1: Initialize the capacity of a cell by Θold=1−gI0,
where I0 is the initialized of own cell interference
E[Iown].

2: Calculate the steady-state probability ΠΠBE
0 from

(58) for infinite case and from (61) for
finite case.

3: Compute the total expected interference (E[Iown])
due to RT calls and BE calls, which is given by
equation (63).

4: Derive the new total capacity, which is denoted by
Θnew = 1 − gE[Iown].

5: Check the convergence of the capacity between
old capacity and new capacity, i.e., if |Θnew−Θold|
<ε0, where ε0 is a very small positive number,
then the new capacity will be used to analyze the
system. Otherwise, go to step 2 with the new
capacity, and then the iterations are continued
until reaching the convergence of capacity.

The Case for Infinite Number of BE Calls

The marginal probability ofΠΠ(∞)
j is denoted by

P(∞)
j as

P(∞)
j =

MRT∑
i=0

βiφ j
iϒϒi1. (64)

Furthermore, the marginal average number of
BE calls in the system is given by:

E(∞)
BE =

MRT∑
i=0

βi
φi

(1 − φi)2ϒϒi1. (65)

Using the Little’s result, the mean sojourn time
of the BE calls is given by

T(∞)
BE =

E(∞)
BE

λBE
. (66)

The Case for Finite Number of BE Calls

The marginal probability in this case is

P(f )
j =

MRT∑
i=0

βiφ j
iϒϒi1+

2MRT+2∑
i=MRT+1

βi

φMBE−j
i

ϒϒi1.

(67)
The blocking probability of BE calls can be
computed from the above equation considering
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that the number of BE calls is equal to MBE.
Therefore, it is given as

P(f )
MBE

=
MRT∑
i=0

βiφMBE
i ϒϒi1+

2MRT+2∑
i=MRT+1

βiϒϒi1. (68)

The marginal average number of BE calls is
given by the following formula:

E(f )
BE =

MBE∑
j=0

jP(f )
j . (69)

Then, by using Little’s result, the sojourn time
of existing BE calls in the system is obtained as

T(f )
BE =

E(f )
BE

λBE

(
1 − P(f )

MBE

) . (70)

7. Numerical Results and Simulations

In this section, we present some numerical re-
sults and validate the expressions found in the
previous sections with a discrete time network
simulator (NS2). We consider two classes of
calls representing RT calls and BE calls. The
first type of calls (i.e., real-time calls) can sup-
port adaptive rates. In UMTS, the AMR voice
codec that offers eight transmission rates vary-
ing between 4.75 Kbps and 12.2 Kbps, and
that can be dynamically changed every 20 msec
(see Holma and Toskala [16]). We work on
WCDMA system which is a multiple access
system with code distribution. We use direct
sequence (DS-WCDMA)modulationwhere the
sequence of bits corresponding to the user data
are spread out over a broad band-width bymulti-
plying the data by a pseudo-random sequence of
bits (called chips). In order to be able to support
very high flows (up to 2 Mbps) the WCDMA
supports transmissions with factor of variable
spreading out and multiple codes. The through-
put chip (binary rate of the sequence of coding)
is taken equal to 3.84 Mcps for a modulation
band-width of 5 Mhz. The total system capacity
is Θε = 1 − 10−5 [15]. Demanded normalized
rate of loading is given by RT = |Θε/Δm

RT |Rm
RT .

The BE normalized load is ρBE = λBE
μBE

1
RT

, and

the RT normalized load is ρRT = ρRT
Rm

RT
RT

. In
these numerical results, we neglect σξ in which

Γ is equal to 1. Also, we use in our numeri-
cal applications (see Table 1) based on standard
WCDMA parameter values[16, 15].

ERT/N0 4.1 dB

EBE/N0 3.1 dB

Rm
RT 4.27 Kbps

Rr
RT 12.2 Kbps

RT 38 Kbps

W 3.84 Mcps

λBE 10 call/sec

1/μBE 1/5 Mbits

ρBE 0.5

λRT 0.3 call/sec

1/μRT 10 sec

ρRT 0.3

Table 1. Numerical values

Figure 1 shows the blocking probability of RT
calls in terms of the BE threshold reserved ca-
pacity (LBE) for each RT normalized load ρRT
in logarithm scale. The results are obtained in
special case of mean service time which is fixed
at μ−1

RT = 100 sec. As expected, when the nor-
malized load of RT calls increases, the block-
ing probability increases even in small value
of LBE. According to Figure 1, when LBE in-
creases, the blocking probability of RT calls
increases the remaining bandwidth for the RT
calls decreases. Furthermore, the probability of
blocking increases drastically for different RT
normalized loads. This phenomenon is due to
the fact that very low resources are remained for
RT calls.

We keep the normalized load as constant and
vary the holding time of the RT calls 1/μRT with
{100, 10, 1, 0.01} in second unit. We evaluate
the performance metrics of interest as a function
of BE threshold reserved capacity. Thus, Figure
2 shows in terms of BE threshold reserved ca-
pacity for different service rates of RT calls that
for small values of LBE a great variation in so-
journ time of BE calls. This observation implies
that the BE sojourn time is influenced notice-
ably by service rate of RT calls. However, the
decreasing trend is observed only for sojourn
times above 0.005 ms. When the sojourn time
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becomes less than 0.005 ms, no considerable
differences in sojourn times are observed.

Call Admission Control for BE calls: In this
part, we define an admission control for the BE
calls. Initially, the operator does not know how
to divide the available bandwidth among RT and
BE calls, but it can impose a quality of service
over the sojourn time. Figure 3 presents the BE
average sojourn time in terms of the BE thresh-
old reserved capacity (LBE). For small value of
LBE, we observe that the expected BE sojourn
time varies greatly with increasing LBE. Then,
the lower reserved portion capacity of BE call
implies longer BE expected sojourn time. Note
that this remark is confirmed also in[2]. Now,
we assume that the operator knows how to di-
vide the bandwidth between the RT and BE calls
using the information of channel state. In this
case, it imposes a quality of service over the so-
journ time. In Figure 4, we fix a value of sojourn
time and calculate the maximum BE arrival rate
noted by λ ∗

BE in which the quality of service
is satisfied. For small values of BE threshold
of sojourn time, we see that the maximum BE
arrival rate varies greatly with increasing BE
threshold of sojourn time. As it can be seen, the
effect of increasing the BE threshold of sojourn
time on the maximum BE arrival rate is less
pronounced when the BE threshold of sojourn
time is greater than 0.1 ms.

In this paragraph, we validate the expressions
found in the previous sections with a discrete
time network simulatorNS2 (UMTS extensions
for NS2, see[5]). In Figures 5 and 6, we de-
scribe the blocking probability of RT calls and
the sojourn time of BE calls versus the capacity
reserved for the BE calls (LBE) obtained by sim-
ulation and analytical results. In this simulation
we used the following parameters:

1. Mean RT call duration is 180 sec;

2. Arrival RT call rate is 0.5 call/sec;

3. Mean BE session size is 1.6 Mbits;

4. Arrival BE call rate is 0.5 call/sec.

In Figure 5, the error between the analytical
and simulation results is very small i.e. it is
close to zero. Whereas in Figure 6 the error
between these results is of order of 10−2 for
a small value of the capacity reserved for the
BE calls and it becomes very small when LBE

increases (LBE > 0.5). These results are ob-
tained by increasing the number of the simu-
lations and taking their average values in the
final results as plotted in this figure. Then the
difference between the simulation and the ana-
lytic results becomes very small when the LBE
is more than 0.5. We conclude that analytical
results matched closely the simulations results.

Figure 1. Blocking probability of RT calls in terms of
BE threshold reserved capacity (LBE).

Figure 2. Sojourn time of BE calls in terms of BE
threshold reserved capacity (LBE).

Figure 3. Average sojourn time of the BE calls in terms
of capacity reserved for the BE calls (LBE).
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Figure 4. The maximum BE arrival rate versus the
threshold of sojourn time.

Figure 5. Blocking probability of RT calls in terms of
capacity reserved for the BE calls (LBE), validation of
theoretical model: simulation and analytical results.

Figure 6. Sojourn time of BE calls in terms of capacity
reserved for the BE calls (LBE), validation of theoretical

model: simulation and analytical results.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we carried out an analysis of the
capacity evaluation ofwireless cellular network,
in particular the uplink of WCDMA system
by using the two dimensional continuous time

Markov chain (CTMC) technique. We con-
sidered two types of calls: real-time and best-
effort. Based on spectral analysis approach, we
obtain the simultaneous steady-state distribu-
tion of the real-time and best-effort calls. This
approach provides a closed form expressions
for performance metrics: blocking probability,
sojourn time and throughput. These metrics
are given for both infinite and finite numbers of
best-effort calls. This method is efficient and
provides an exact solution compared to [15].
Further, we studied the influence of reserved
bandwidth of best-effort calls on the system per-
formance. In addition, we evaluated explicitly
the probability of existence of best-effort calls
for both cases (finite and infinite) as well as
the blocking probability of the best-effort calls.
Furthermore, we provided some numerical re-
sults of system performance and validated these
results through simulation by using the network
simulator (NS2).

The spectral analysis developed in this paper
could be helpful to the design of various aspects
of wireless networks. For example, one of these
aspects could be the design of Worldwide Inter-
operability for Microwave Access (WiMAX),
where the number of calls can be separated
into two classes of services, namely stream-
ing (real-time) calls and elastic (best-effort)
calls. Other examples areHighSpeedDownlink
Packet Access (HSDPA) and High Speed Up-
link Packet Access (HSUPA), where the calls
are usually studied with streaming and elas-
tic calls. We note that the advanced spectral
analysis approach is still valid if the wireless
network is modeled by a Markov chain of r-
dimensions with quasi-birth-and-dead (QBD)
homogeneous process.

Furthermore, the wireless networks WiMAX
and HSPA use the adaptive modulation and cod-
ing (AMC) scheme for serving the users with
and without mobility. In this case, it will be in-
teresting to analyze the system capacity of these
networks with the AMC scheme in the future
works. In [19, 28, 30] we completed a per-
formance evaluation for the IEEE802.16e and
HSDPA standards. We focused on the effects
of the standardized AMC and code partitioning
[29] schemes. Here, we proposed a CAC al-
gorithm where a bandwidth share of the total
bandwidth are allocated to ease the migration
which consumes more resources. In addition,
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the system seeks to first accept the calls incom-
ing in the inner region, i.e. the calls that require
fewer resources. The RT calls are character-
ized by the same physical bit rate needs, and
ask for resource as function of the modulation
efficiency of their region. The BE calls share
the available bandwidth left by the RT calls and
remain in the system in accordance with these
resource consumptions. We studied the effect
of our proposed CAC algorithm in the AMC
and code partitioning environment. The results
showed that the existence of a bandwidth share
allocated to outer call migrations greatly im-
proves the overall performances. The CAC al-
gorithm largely increases theBE throughput and
hence drastically decreases the sojourn time. In
addition, we observed that the BE bandwidth al-
location have a major impact on theRT blocking
probability. However, our study allows the ser-
vice providers to find a tradeoff as function of
their customer needs. In [18], we focused on the
UMTS extension HSDPA and presented an ap-
proach for serving users with a constant bit rate
while changing between different modulation
schemes. Our results showed that the reserved
bandwidth by Internet Service Provider to man-
age its network depends largely on the traffic
pattern (low blocking and lowdropping). These
results allowed us to find a tradeoff as function
of their customers need. The reserved band-
width that belongs to this tradeoff gives increase
largely to the average throughput and low reject
calls.
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